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Deposition Pointers
Keep your answers short, never elaborate
They are attempting to discover new facts
You cannot teach enough medicine here to avoid going to trial
Your story vs their story (Save your story for trial)
You can lose here; you cannot win here
Soundbites (don’t give them any)
Social media is admissible
Be prepared to speak to the camera
Jury Selection
Is it a jury of your peers?
Physicians generally avoid jury duty
Those that do not will be struck by 99% of plaintiff attorneys in voir dire
Would you have been better off in arbitration?
Cheaper
Faster
Uniformly enforced when contract references the Federal Arbitration Act
The Expert Witness
Never become a “free expert”
If you do this work, keep a copy of records/comments (may come up one day if you are a defendant)
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If you work for the plaintiff… (be prepared to be the HATED peer)
Multiple defendants preferred by plaintiff
Settlements along the way can finance suit
Get defendants to point fingers
Malpractice cap (if applicable) to each individual (increases overall potential winnings)
Malpractice “Review Panels”
27 states (+DC, Guam, & PR) have specific provisions providing for alternative dispute resolution
(arbitration, mediation or settlement conferences) in medical malpractice cases.
16 states —AK, DE, HI, ID, IN, KS, LA, ME, MA, MT, NE, NH, NM, UT, VA, WY (and Virgin Islands)—have
requirements that medical liability or malpractice cases be heard by a screening panel before trial.
And… Likely none of this matters – mostly “mays” (mere attempts to avert a full trial)
Wyoming Example (1)
“The panel shall review all malpractice claims against health care providers filed with the panel except
those claims subject to a valid arbitration agreement allowed by law…”
No decision of the director or the panel is subject to review in a court.
Wyoming Example (2)
Upon consideration of all the relevant material, the panel shall determine whether there is:
(i) Substantial evidence that the acts complained of occurred and that they constitute malpractice; and
(ii) A reasonable probability that the patient was injured as a result of the acts complained of.
The final decision shall be by a majority vote of the panel. The final decision shall be in writing. The
panel's decision is not binding upon any party. The decision of the panel and any testimony, documents
or materials submitted thereto and incorporated into the decision of the panel shall be admissible in
whole or in part solely for purposes of impeachment in any subsequent trial of the matter, subject to
the discretion of the trial court and in accordance with the Wyoming Rules of Evidence.
Seven states require malpractice insurance:
CO, CN, KS, MA, NJ, RI, WI
Some noneconomic damage caps only apply if malpractice purchased: IN, NE, NM, NY, PA, WY, WV
PLLC, LLC, PC, etc generally does NOT shield personal assets in medical malpractice cases unless
insurance was in place
Malpractice Insurance
Occurrence vs Claims Made (plus a tail)
Don’t let your employer tag you with a tail purchase obligation
Independent Broker (Find one that knows about DPC)
Patient volume discounts should apply
Complimentary legal consultations are often a benefit of being insured
NPDB Reporting (next page)
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Curbside Consult Implications
When you contractually indemnify a third party (such as lending your license to a specialist) you have:
Exposed yourself to a new liability cap
Incurred a new category of liability that may not be covered by your malpractice policy
Extend your analysis to the “foreseeability of harm” (Especially in MN, AZ, IA, OR, SC)
“A physicians breach of care is not excused by another’s later breach.” – Warren v Dinter (Minn Sup Ct)
Friends rarely sue friends - if you are paying someone to be your friend, then they are not your friend.
License Lending – avoid it (to fellow physicians or midlevels)
Employment of another physician or midlevel is ok, this is ≠ Collaborating/Overseeing
Silo creation = multiple defendants for plaintiff = settlements = increase chance of suit
Silver lining – more NPDB flexibility to NOT report (as noted above)
True curbside consult is:
1) not anonymous,
2) not compensated,
3) not documented
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Possible Hospitalist Reactions (after Warren v Dinter):
Record all phone interactions
Limit response to two answers: 1) direct admit, or 2) ER recommendation
Refuse to interact with any non-hospital-employed providers
Federal Arbitration Act
Reference the FAA in your patient agreement if you want to avoid a jury trial
Virtually guaranteed in a contract dispute, and should apply to a malpractice suit as well
Enforceability already high, other steps:
Might discount the patient agreement slightly in consideration of FAA agreement,
Could invite the patient to see you under different agreement if they want to file a full lawsuit
Charity Care
Have a separate document for these patients that differs from other patient agreements.
Take “credit” for the free care contractually, still include arbitration provision and reference any
applicable state immunity laws provided in charity care settings
If you “go bare” in this setting or another, likely best to disclose it openly to discourage litigation
(cannot come up at trial = mistrial)
Good Samaritan laws – all states except KY offer immunity to those from other states
Bad Samaritan Laws – MN, RI, VT (must rescue)
Aviation Medical Assistance Act (AMAA) – broad immunity applies
Dispensing Medications
Texas HB 1622 – Dispensing Correction (Proposed – Not passed)
The goal is to permit non-controlled dispensing
Some task delegation permitted to employees
Must notify patient that traditional pharmacies are an option (mandatory disclosure)
Register with BOTH the medical board and pharmacy board
No fee contemplated
Unclear which board has greater jurisdiction
Michael Garrett, MD & Kristin Held, MD v Texas State Board of Pharmacy & Texas Medical Board
State constitutional law argument
Please see the Institute for Justice website: https://ij.org/case/texas-doctor-dispensing/
Texas generally forbids doctors from dispensing more than a 72-hour supply of medication unless they
work in “rural” areas more than 15 miles from the nearest pharmacy, or are giving the medication away
in the form of free samples provided by pharmaceutical companies.
Irrational
Not related to protecting health of patients
Texas State Constitutionality Arguments
Article I, Section 19 of the Texas Constitution forbids the legislature from imposing irrational,
oppressive, and protectionist restrictions on the right to pursue a chosen business.
Article I, Section 3 of the Texas Constitution likewise forbids the legislature from drawing irrational,
oppressive, and protectionist distinctions between similarly situated groups
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New York Physician Dispensing: Exceptions Destroy the Rule!
"No prescriber…, may dispense more than a seventy-two hour supply of drugs, except for:
- persons practicing in hospitals as defined in section twenty-eight hundred one of the public health law;
- the dispensing of drugs at no charge to their patients; (don’t try this one – think inducement issue)
- persons whose practices are situated ten miles or more from a registered pharmacy;
- the dispensing of drugs in a clinic, infirmary or health service that is operated by or affiliated with a
post-secondary institution;
- persons licensed pursuant to article one hundred thirty-five of this title;
- the dispensing of drugs in a medical emergency as defined in subdivision six of section sixty-eight
hundred ten of this article;
- the dispensing of drugs that are diluted, reconstituted or compounded by a prescriber;
- the dispensing of allergenic extracts; or
- the dispensing of drugs pursuant to an oncological or AIDS protocol."
New Jersey Physician Dispensing: Exceptions Destroy the Rule!
New Jersey - NJ Rev Stat § 45:9-22.11 makes it clear that "A physician shall not dispense more than a
seven-day supply of drugs or medicines to any patient. The drugs or medicines shall be dispensed at or
below the cost the physician has paid for the particular drug or medicine, plus an administrative cost not
to exceed 10% of the cost of the drug or medicine." There are exceptions if you practice any of the
following settings "hospital emergency room, a student health center at an institution of higher
education, or a publicly subsidized community health center, family planning clinic or prenatal clinic."
Problematic Dispensing State Summary Commentary
Border hop to a better state! Vote with your feet!
TX – select an office location greater than 15 miles from a pharmacy
NY – rent space from a school or hospital
NJ – rent space from a school, self-describe as prenatal
MA – only free samples, tougher legal battle
NH – limited to 72 hour supply, tougher legal battle
UT – have an employer sponsored “on site” clinic
MT – some, but “not in the usual course of business”
Arizona Dispensing Procedures Example – You may dispense if:
You labeled the medication with
Your practice name, address, and phone #; and the patient’s name
Date the drug is dispensed
Name & strength of the drug, directions, warnings
Stored the medication in a locked cabinet or room with written procedures and ongoing inventory
Registered with the board & paid the fee
May not dispense opioids (Except for MAT in addiction)
Disclose that it could be obtained at a pharmacy
Dispensing Summary Guidance
Varies from no requirements at all to cabinet/labeling specs
Look to Georgia for an easily edited manual of in office dispensing policies
Fees are usually low or 0, only MD > $1,000
Keep it simple! Buy a bottle of 100 tabs – and then dispense a bottle of 100 tabs
Avoid pill counting and repackaging (different costs & reg – especially in states like New Mexico)
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Hand out medications IN PERSON (many states would not want you to mail them to the patient)
Machine dispensing contemplated in Oklahoma – most states do not offer commentary here
Easier Inventory (only counting bottles, not pills)
Order items as prescribed – mostly for chronic issues (likely limit stock to prednisone and antibiotics)
Empowering Patients
Prior Authorization
Minimize by dispensing & using GoodRx (PBM)
Gibson v Medco (demand $$ for paperwork)
Ask the patient to complete (also using above)
Patient Litigation Pointers
Do Not Pay ER! Adhesion & duress, establish FMV
Rely on health shares when possible
Use HITECH when possible (non-ER settings)
Adhesion Contract = Hospital (ER) Contract
An adhesion contract (also called a "standard form contract" or a "boilerplate contract") is a contract
drafted by one party (usually a business with stronger bargaining power) and signed by another party
(usually one with weaker bargaining power, usually a consumer in need of goods or services). The
second party typically does not have the power to negotiate or modify the terms of the contract.
Pay No Attention to the Man Behind the Curtain
Hospitals might be dumb enough to say:
“We don’t accept health sharing ministry patients”
“You Must sign all HIPAA forms”
“You Must use your insurance”
“We are forbidden by law from posting our prices”
“We are not allowed to offer a cash price below the Medicare rate”
Please try to get these statements in writing! (Then your patient can have fun suing the hospital)
Patient ER Order of Operations:
If you are uninsured (or if you have not met – and do not anticipate meeting) your deductible:
1) Demand HITECH privacy,
2) Request Medicare (or Medicaid or TBD FMV) rates on anything you sign at the hospital, and
3) Litigate if your rates are unfair
HITECH – Cash Pay = Privacy
Specifically, section 13405(a) of the HITECH Act requires that when an individual requests a restriction
on disclosure pursuant to § 164.522, the covered entity must agree to the requested restriction unless
the disclosure is otherwise required by law, if the request for restriction is on disclosures of protected
health information to a health plan for the purpose of carrying out payment or health care operations
and if the restriction applies to protected health information that pertains solely to a health care item or
service for which the health care provider has been paid out of pocket in full.
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Model HITECH Request Statement
I _______ (patient’s name) require pursuant to the HITECH Act codified in §45 C.F.R 164.522(a)(1) that
my health information related to this set of medical services not be shared with my health plan in
exchange for my cash payment in full for the set of medical services. I am making this request of my own
volition. I understand that I will need to repeat this request as I approach other covered entities for care
related to these same medical services.
University of Chicago HITECH Example:
http://hipaa.bsd.uchicago.edu/Restriction%20Request%20Form%202.18.pdf
HITECH Privacy Summary
All covered entities MUST have a process - Request must be of patient’s “own free will”
Medicare - May accept cash payments, but limiting charges apply
Medicaid - May or may not provide an exception (ex KY & CO)
HMO laws (state based) - May or may not provide an exception
Private Insurance Contracts - Federal law trumps terms of private agreements
“Not Insurance” Guidance Summary:
Termination – without penalty or fee at any time
Arrears – payment AFTER the service is delivered (or escrow)
Scope description
Fee description (monthly, enrollment, itemization)
Caps: # of office visits & total panel size
Promise to NOT bill insurance (no double dipping)
Disclose this is NOT health insurance (both website & contract)
Disclose this does NOT meet ACA requirements
Disclose that you are out of network (especially with HMOs)
Disclose your status with Medicare and Medicaid
Do not compensate brokers to sell your DPC memberships
Do not bundle: 1) labs, 2) meds, 3) radiology, or 4) consultations
Oklahoma DPC Medicaid Pilot (SB 386)
The Oklahoma Health Care Authority, upon verification of a SoonerCare [Medicaid] member’s execution
of a direct primary care membership agreement… shall reimburse the member the expense of the
monthly direct primary care membership fee not to exceed $25 per month for minors or $50 per
month for adults. A SoonerCare member receiving reimbursement pursuant to this subsection shall
immediately notify the Authority upon termination of a direct primary care membership agreement.
The authority shall verify each SoonerCare member’s direct primary care membership on a quarterly
basis. Such verification may include but not be limited to, review of the member’s direct primary care
membership invoice.
Voucher reimbursement floor ($25 and $50)
Member must notify authority (rather than physician)
Authority (Medicaid Dept) quarterly invoice verification requirements (rather than physician)
No price fixing
No requirement that the physician be enrolled in Medicaid, or even practicing in Oklahoma
No new data specified – the department is already tracking downstream spending/claims
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Federal Subject Matter Updates
213(d) “medical expense” (HSA, HRA, FSA)
223(c) (HSA)
Medicare Pilot Discussions
“Opt Out” Modification Discussions
Differing Strategic Approaches
213(d) & 223(c) Timeline of Efforts
06/17/14 Letter to IRS from Sen Cantwell, Sen Murray, and Rep McDermott
06/30/14 Response from IRS (John Koskinen)
04/17/18 2nd letter to IRS (Sen Cruz & Johnson)
05/15/18 Response from IRS (Drew Maloney)
01/04/19 Letter to IRS from the D4PCF
06/24/19 White House Executive Order
10/23/19 House Ways & Means – HR 3708 PCEA
Executive Order Placed June 2019
"Within 180 days of the date of this order, the Secretary of the Treasury, to the extent consistent with
law, shall propose regulations to treat expenses related to certain types of arrangements, potentially
including direct primary care arrangements and healthcare sharing ministries, as eligible medical
expenses under section 213(d) of title 26, United States Code."
PCEA Summary - Corrects 213(d) & 223(c)
(House Version) Problematic Restrictions:
1) The “primary care only” restriction
2) $150 per month restriction
3) No bundling of meds, labs, and any procedures requiring general anesthesia into the monthly fees
Medicare Pilot Discussions (Currently quiet)
Capitated HMOs proposed instead relabeled as a type of APM (Advanced Payment Model).
They briefly used the term direct provider contracting – now DC (direct contracting)
“Opt Out” Modification
Discussions about expanding the opt out exceptions (beyond urgent care and ER)
Discussed with potential Medicare pilot – alterations here appear unlikely – may be indirect (see below)
Civil Monetary Penalties Law
Section 1128A(a)(5) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1320a–7a(a)(5), the “beneficiary inducements CMP,” provides
for the imposition of civil monetary penalties against any person who offers or transfers remuneration
to a Medicare or State healthcare program (including Medicaid) beneficiary that the benefactor knows
or should know is likely to influence the beneficiary’s selection of a particular provider, practitioner, or
supplier of any item or service for which payment may be made, in whole or in part, by Medicare or a
State healthcare program (including Medicaid).
Section 1128A(i)(6) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1320a–7a(i)(6), defines “remuneration” for purposes of the
beneficiary inducements CMP as including “transfers of items or services for free or for other than fair
market value.” Section 1128A(i)(6) of the Act also includes a number of exceptions to the definition of
“remuneration.”
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Pursuant to section 1128A(i)(6)(B) of the Act, any practice permissible under the anti-kickback statute,
whether through statutory exception or regulations issued by the Secretary, is also excepted from the
definition of “remuneration” for purposes of the beneficiary inducements CMP. However, no parallel
exception exists in the anti-kickback statute. Thus, the exceptions in section 1128A(i)(6) of the Act apply
only to the definition of “remuneration” applicable to section 1128A.
Proposed Rule to Modify the Civil Monetary Penalties Law (Don’t Hold Your Breath)
“With respect to a fair market value requirement, we might remove it entirely; remove it only for
monetary remuneration or only for in-kind remuneration; or remove it where the non-fair market value
arrangement primarily benefits the offeror of the remuneration, with such benefit independent of any
increase in the volume or value of referrals”
“We might also permit a broader set of free or below fair market value arrangements for providers
coordinating care in rural or underserved areas or providers serving underserved populations.”
“We are concerned that the provision of potentially reimbursable items and services, for free, could
result in steering or unfair competition or could create a seeding arrangement where, for example, a
physician could be influenced to prescribe an item or service, which may be free at some point, but
would be covered by a third-party payor (including Federal health care programs) in the future.”
Please see: https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/oig-nprm.pdf
Indirect Medicare DPC Pilot: Monthly Fee Replacement Scenario
If a CMP remuneration exception is created some practices might consider billing ONLY a:
99491 Chronic Care Management (2 or more CCs)
(30min physician time) $83
All other typical FFS charges might be abandoned
Because they are 1) not worth the effort (interfere with care) and 2) no longer trigger CMP laws
$185 deductible & 20% copay
Total Charges of $996 per year, w/ $347.20 of those charges out of pocket to the patient
Indirect Medicare DPC Pilot: Enrollment Fee Replacement Scenario
G0439 (Subsequent) Annual Wellness Visit
$118
99497 Advanced Care Planning (16-30min)
$86
G0444 Annual Depression Screening
$21
G0442 Annual Alcohol Misuse Screening
$21
G0446 Intensive Behavioral Therapy (IBT) CVD) $30
G0328 Fecal-occult blood tests
$22
Total (none out of pocket to the patient):

$298

CMP Indirect Medicare Pilot: In Summary this could mean
Approximately $1,300 per year per Medicare pt in practice revenue with $300 (at most) from the patient
Many physicians might NOT opt out in this scenario
Caveat: Rules could change at any time – Stark laws, Antikickback laws etc, would fully apply
No freedom to change monthly pricing
Same ideas could be used for Medicaid as well
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Federal Summary:
To privately contract with a Medicare patient for covered services you need to “opt out”
If your patient (or their employer) do NOT have tax concerns, then it is not your job to police the
transaction, HSA use is their call
If your patient (or their employer) have tax concerns then you may charge on a cash pay fee for service
basis to further reduce tax risk
State Summary
Consider any state DPC law that is in place (If problematic – such as WA, consider ignoring and litigating)
Consider dispensing medications
Litigate if in TX, NY or NJ
Use exceptions in UT and MT (or maybe NY or NJ)
Consider referencing Oklahoma language for any Medicare pilot discussions
Only hold these AFTER passing a “not insurance” law;
Ask legislators to consider state employee pilots first (they have more freedom here)
Any Questions?
Phil@DPCfrontier.com
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